COMPUTERSHARE CHANGE-A-LIFE CYCLE

Dis-Chem director, Stan Goesch will be in for one of the most exhilarating rides of his life when he participates in the Change-A-Life cycle from 4 – 9 September. Covering 450km through some of the most scenic wilderness in southern Africa, following the Zambezi river through parts of Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia’s Caprivl Strip and Zambia, participants will be making a real difference to our society.

Each participant is required to raise at least R20 000 sponsorship in aid of charity. The major beneficiary is the Mike Thomson Change-A-Life Trust, dedicated to funding crime prevention measures and supporting victims of violent crimes, with a special focus on children. The other beneficiary is Children in the Wilderness, an environmental and life-skills programme which brings hope and opportunities to children living adjacent to wildlife areas.

Dis-Chem would like to wish Stan safe cycling and thank the following for their contributions towards supporting this worthy cause:

Avid Brands, Nativa, Peppina Sales, AB Wellness, Cli Bao, EcoVet, Georen, Josie Mielea, Nature Life, Pacmar, PhamaDynamics, Roche, SA Natural Products, Simply Aloe, The Fountainhead, Thebe Pharmaceuticals and Kenza Health

NATURA COMPETITION

Natura’s ‘Win a Gift from Nature’ competition is giving away R250 000 worth of diamonds to lucky Natura fans who discover a winning token in their packs of Natura Rescue. These lucky consumers are required to call the number on the token, quote the unique code for verification, and answer a product-related question in order to claim their prize. Congratulations to our latest winner, Rob Abrams who purchased Natura Rescue from Dis-Chem Cariswal! We look forward to many more of our loyal customers winning diamonds courtesy of Natura’s “Win a Gift from Nature” promotion currently running in our stores.